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Abstract— This paper represent the survey on reciprocating gas compressor and there effects on different location whether
it is onshore or offshore. Reciprocating air compressors are the foremost ordinarily used compressor for domestic and
industrial functions. These papers also investigate the improving volumetric efficiency of two stage reciprocating gas
compressor by providing IC Tube bundle and cooling system. These surveys perform the experiments of a two-stage with
double-cylinder reciprocating gas compressor system with gas and different cooling systems were performed. This study
develops a higher understanding on the impact of honing within the cylinder that reduces the surface roughness within the
cylinder and ends up in bigger air output. In these review paper there are various things that are considered for designing
the cylinder for the purpose of compressing the gas in differential uses. In these review the effect on reciprocating is seen
whether it is steady state or in a thermal state conditions, so to get this results they have done assessments on various
conditions and for various purpose. The aim of these survey papers is to define the proper way of research done on
reciprocating compressor i.e. the research paper data, methodology, verification and validation, the way of results and
discussion of various assessments test, etc. These paper mainly focus on the positive displacement compressor and that of
the sub part is reciprocating gas compressor and their design, modelling, analysis and development i.e. from raw stage to the
final stage of reciprocating gas compressor. From these survey we also find the whole process of reciprocating gas
compressor and there future scope.
Keywords— Reciprocating Gas Compressor, Honing, Two Stage Cylinder, Cooling, Volumetric efficiency
I. INTRODUCTION
As we know that the compressor is the most important topic in modern day industries. Reciprocating gas compressor unit
among the leading used varieties of compressors. They play tremendous roles in guaranteeing that industrial processes and
works area unit done. Compressors area unit mechanical devices that may compress a substance in gaseous state. Throughout
the method of air compression, the inlet/intake pressure of the air is sometimes raised to the next exhaust pressure.
Reciprocating compressors area unit key instrumentation most typically employed in oil extraction, gas production, oil
purification, chemical industries, refrigeration and gas transmission. However, the particular demand is under the rated
capability of the mechanical device to a modification within the production method or air source. In general, compressors area
unit generally classified in line with their operating principles or principle of operations, in line with their actions and in line
with their range of stages. It is more, supported the principle of operation, compressors area unit classified into "positive
displacement" compressors and non- positive displacement or "dynamic compressors". In positive displacement compressors
are classified into mutual and rotary compressors.
Reciprocating compressors could also be single or double acting, single stage or multi-stage. The inlet gas which enters
the suction valves, then flows inside the compression cylinder wherever it gets compacted by a piston driven in a very
reciprocating compression by a shaft, and after the compression the compressed gas gets discharged. Applications embrace
"oil refinery", "gas pipelines", "oil and gas" "production drilling" and "well services", , offshore platforms, manufacturing,
gas process plants, air con, and refrigeration plants. The "distance piece" could be a support connecting the mechanical
device frame to the cylinder.
A single-acting mechanical device could be a sort of gas mechanical device that uses just single finish of the piston for the
suction and compression purpose. In straightforward words, the primary stroke of piston sucks the gas within the mechanical
device whereas the gas compression happens within the second stroke. A double-acting mechanical device could be a terribly
known style of positive displacement mechanical device from the class of the reciprocating compressor. A reciprocating
(air mechanical device compressor) that uses each side of the piston to suck and compress the air is termed a doubleacting compressor. In straightforward words, the piston of a double- acting reciprocating mechanical device uses its each
side for air or gas suction and compression. As the compression heat will increase, the double-acting reciprocating
mechanical device is generally cool. Throughout the piston movement among the cylinder, the fluid should not leak through
the house between the piston and also the cylinder wall. So, this compressor part covers with the seal. A little mechanical
device doesn't want a seal. The house between the cylinder and therefore the piston also covers with oil to stop the
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compressed refrigerant from getting into the housing. The rod includes within the most essential double-acting mechanical
device elements. These makes a link between the rotating shaft and also the piston.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
V.E.Shcherba et al., (2022), shows the numerical experiment which tends to resolve the physical properties of process within
the machine absolute and relative flow rates of gas into the operating compression method. The performance quantity gets
verified with the analysis which reducing the temperature of walls and diameter of cylinder improves[24].
Andrey Zanin et al., (2021), tells us about the compress gas into medium and high pressure in operation principles of
machines could be primary compression in a very early stage of single acting reciprocating compressor. In this review it tells
about the numerical analysis of degree of freedom of gas pressure and had impact on relative decrease[25].
C. Subramaniyan et al., (2021), these survey tells us about the heating effect of air compression process, on compressor and the
effect of increase in temperature their reducing in or poor mechanical efficiency. The survey focus on energy consumption
and conservation of law efficiency[19].

Xu Sun et al., (2021), in these paper it represents operational model of reciprocating compressor and their condition of
capability running and integrates coupling impact on whole reciprocating system as well as valves. It also analyze of spring
stiffness of piston, stroke length, valve effect, come back force, etc.[3].
Ernane Silva et al., (2021), in these paper it tells about the simulation model on unsteady flow of mass and energy conservation
equations and the piston flight that gives natural potency for reciprocating gas compressor. It also focus on the extended time
for compressor method relevantly by the crank-rod in reciprocating compressor[26].
Przemyslaw Mlynarcyzket et al., (2021), in these paper it mainly focus on the suction and discharge manifolds vibrations in
refrigerant compressor and the results of pressure in the form of pulsations and adding on the compressor generated vibration
which gets transfer from the vibratory pipe[31].
Ekong Godwin I. et al., (2020), it mainly focus on the appliance of thermodynamically effects on piston while compression of
gas as the temperature increases and mechanical efficiency decreases for single-acting reciprocating compressor. The main
objective of these survey is to analyze the thermal effect while operating performance assessment, work done and equal potency
in compressor [2].
Hoi Yin Sim et al., (2020), in these paper it tells us about valve trouble during the mid-stage of compressor where the gas gets
compressed and little bit gets effect on valves. There should be performance base analysis has been done [20].
M. Mohsin Tanveer et al. , (2020), these paper shows that it mainly focused on the exchange of current refrigerants with low
warming potential. In these paper it compare numerous analysis and with the existing one to choose the modeling user
interface for a wide range of study [29].
Dengji Zhou et al., (2020), in these paper it mainly focused on the vibration in pipe stress analysis. The stress analysis on piping
just because of more vibration cause of leakage, air mass or air flow rate get reduces, flammability may causes, corrosion of
gas. It also focused on the noise level in compressor when the flow of gas gets transfer from pipe [30].
Aadhithiyan Amutha Kulasekaran et al., (2019), it tells us about the material used for the reciprocating compressor, the
hardness of material, chemical properties of material. For testing reciprocating compressor material it taken the hard chromium
material these results shows saving in the annual power [16].
Ikpobari Amuele Nwakpang et al., (2019), these paper mainly focus on the performance assessment of two stage double acting
reciprocating gas compressor. It has tested overall performance analysis of reciprocating compressor, the volumetric efficiency
of compressor, the extraction and retraction speed of compressor piston, gas flow in both the valves i.e. suction valve and
dischargevalve [1].
Ibrahim A. Sultan et al., (2019), it tells us that for improving the performance of reciprocating compressor by changing their
stroke length, bt change in gas flow rate through overall process [11].
Harsha V Reddy et al., (2019), in these paper they said that it had made model just to know about real time operation of flow of
gas and power generated through overall process [27].
Mustafa Ozsipahi et al., (2019), these paper tells us about the lubrication system in overall operating of reciprocating
compressor, overall life span of compressor, the lubrication while the electric gets convert into mechanical operation, the time
span wise effect of gas on shaft [29].
Liu Zhanz et al., (2018), they tells us the paper mainly focused on the energy consumption in developing countries with the
increase of reducing artificial storage [7].
Issaco Stiaccini et al., (2017), in these paper we seen that the study on reciprocating compressor and their significant role in
various field. One of the main field where they focused on refueling stations for natural gas car and while doing these how to
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increase process efficiency while doing maintenance day by day and by the fluid dynamics properties [17].
Francesco Corvaro et al., (2017), the mainly objective of these analysis work is the assessment of reciprocating compressor
plant designed and eventually compared critical analysis of elements of oil and gas trade which has endless increased in needs
with the high quality of technology systems with the high aggressiveness of market has suppliers to implements management
systems to their hands and productivity to fulfill these demands on time [22].
P. Balashanmugam et al., (2016), these paper shows the use of reciprocating compressor in a number of industries and business
purpose. In these research we get the concept of triangular gas compressor cylinder. Which means that it contains 3 cylinders
with an equal angle with common compression chamber with having their individual connecting rod, crank shaft, pistons and
chain sprockets. It also focused on the time sequence and angle measurement from top dead centre to bottom dead centre and
vice versa [5].
Jim Townsend et al., (2016), these paper shows about the alignment of connecting rod with crank case. The dynamically
effect of electric motor on connecting rod which demonstrate that upgrade in law operating expenditure [10].
V.L.Yusha et al., (2016), these paper shows that the experimental analysis in operating condition of low air flow
reciprocating compressor in which low gas flow rate is happens beacuse of that the volumetric efficiency gets reduced. And the
second point which explained about cooling system where they done experimental study on cooling stage conditions pressure
and cycle time control [21].
J. Tuhovcak et al., (2016), these paper represents the mainly effect of thermal stress on reciprocating compressor,
effectiveness of gas moving in reciprocating compressor and the second part is when the high temperature gas gets warm
position the moisture gets effects on whole operating system that effects study also mention in these paper [23].
Fernando M. Tellooquendo et al., (2016), these paper compares the comparative study on the scroll reciprocating compressor
and the vapor injection and a double stage reciprocating compressor. These paper shows the comparative analysis and the
coefficient of performance which has higher potency [19].
Mahmood Farzaneh-Gord et al., (2015), these paper presents the modeling and work effects of the reciprocating compressor. It
mainly tells about 1 st law of thermodynamic i.e. mass flow rate, constant gas, suction and discharge pressure and working
temperature. The results are mainly focused on clearance volume of reciprocating compressor and the angular speed of
connecting rod [8].
Yusha V.L. et al., (2015), it says that the results of theoretical and procedure analysis of reciprocating gas compressor
operating method of "long stroke" blast cooled compressor cylinder. It takes about the exchange process by the walls of
operating chamber, the process of the gas flow by the spacing and valves. It also analyzed of thermal conditional effect on
cooled "long stroke" reciprocating compressor [9].
Mohammad Malakoutirad et al., (2015), the core objective of these paper says that the analysis of dynamic and thermal stress
on design of reciprocating natural gas compressor gets parts into automotive engine. It mainly depends on multi stage
reciprocating compressor of tank to store pressurized gas. Highly pressurized compressed gas produced torques on the
crankshaft, but not a unsteady rotational speed oscillations, according to the dynamic simulation data [18].
P.K.Jadhao et al., (2012), these paper tells about the trouble shooting in reciprocating compressor with the proper degree of
freedom to produce the operational pressure demanding at intervals less the time taken by single operating system. By making
the modeling and by doing analysis on modeling double fair results on compressor [4].
J. A. Becerra et al., (2011), in these paper there is an study on failure in premature or immature stage during the highly range
of crankshafts. While performing analysis it examine the "shaft chemical composition" and "hardness analysis" and the
impulsive method of system. The finite element analysis has been done on torsion dynamic effect on the connecting rod as well
shaft [6].
In this literature survey it mainly focus on the overall performance of reciprocating compressor with the help of various case
study and experimental setup. Many researchers focus the air flow through the inlet and outlet and the thermal effect while
performing operation on cylinder. Most of the time as the gas flow rate increases the temperature gets increases and just
because of that moisture gets started and it directly gets effects on volumetric efficiency of reciprocating compressor
III. CONCLUSIONS
The conclusion of the survey paper is to mainly focus on the effect of thermal effect inside the cylinder when the compressor
in an operating condition. The objective of these review is to deep study on the whole process of reciprocating compressor
whether it is pressure effect on piston, connecting rod, distance piece, etc. The effective study on compressor valves is also
important; to select the compressor valve we have to know about operating pressure according to that we select rating and
then flange.
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